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              Start winning with Competera right now

      
              Competera’s holistic AI is trained on 10B+ real-life transactions, 20+ pricing drivers and has more than 900+ context-dependent specific AI-models that perform simultaneously to ensure your success through pricing. 
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				Competera is an industry-agnostic pricing solution for online, offline, omnichannel, mono- or multi brand retailers. We help your team get optimal revenue-generating prices for each product across all selling channels by leveraging the contextual AI.
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							Competera Pricing Platform

							A unified workplace with an easy-to-use interface

						

					


					

						
														








						


						
														





						


						
														








						


					


				

			

      
			
      
			
				

					          
						
															

																			


									
								

							
							
															Competitive Data

							
															
																			Real-time market data and 98% accurate
 AI-powered product matchings and similar matchings with SLA guarantees covering any regions, currency, or language in a single dashboard to ensure your pricing strategy protects margins and maintains the correct price perception. Details
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																			Single pricing lifecycle solution powered by contextual AI model that suggests the optimal price for each product based on over 20 pricing and non-pricing factors ensuring streamlined workflows for initial, shelf, promo and markdown with human-in-the-loop intervention.  Details
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              Overcome your pricing challenges

      
              Meet and beat pricing obstacles that come your way. With Competera, you can successfully automate 97%+ pricing decisions and reach your strategic business goals. 
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            Why is Competera
 a one-of-a-kind solution?
          

        
        
          	- Human-in-the-loop intervention for pricing recommendations
	- Less vulnerable to sparse data with multiple factors
	- Contextual AI-model trained on diverse datasets
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        Interested in pricing?
        Check our Use cases, Case Sudies, Pricing HUB, Blog or chat with our pricing community manger.
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        	Retail Insights of 2017
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	Pricing Strategies in retail for 2018
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